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Abstract: ESP specifities in Croatian and English summaries on legal topics. One of the common tasks of the English for Specific Purposes (ESP) teachers employed at universities and institutions of further education is the translation of summaries or abstracts of scientific articles or professional papers that colleagues are required to write and publish as part of their scientific work, indeed are necessary prerequisites for advancement and the renewal of their work contracts at institutions of higher learning. The colloquially known catch phrase of publish or perish is very much at the essence of teaching survival in institutions of further education. Consequently, teaching staff are required to submit summaries or abstracts of the articles for publication which ever increasingly require to be translated into English for publication. This article examines the problem areas of summary translation of Croatian summaries written in legal contexts at university level and subsequently requiring translation into English which is the task of the legal English teacher. The specifities of legal language are extracted and the issue of translating this language is discussed. Focussing on the specifities of legal language emerging from these abstracts provides insight on how to produce a better translation of them, in this case, into English and hence lighten the task of translation for specific purposes which is not included in ESP teachers work contracts, but is often an expectation.





One of the many tasks the English for Special Purposes (ESP) teacher employed at a university or institution of higher learning is to translate abstracts or summaries of articles to be published for scientific journals. These abstracts are written by their colleagues and concern the subject matter in which that faculty educates its students. In this case, the subject matter is the law. The ESP is legal English which is taught at the Faculty of Law in Split.




Many of the issues in the translation of legal texts arise from the characteristics of legal language itself. These characteristics which impact greatly on the translation of abstracts or summaries of scientific papers or articles on legal matter include archaistic legal language, legal Latin, legal lexicon, language complexity due to lengthy syntax, legal language vs. plain language usage, and incompatible legal systems (Tiersma, 1999).

2. 1. Lengthy sentences

Experience has shown that translating summaries from Croatian to English means the constant confrontation of lengthy sentences which the translator often has to cut into more than one shorter sentences as can be seen in this example:
U obavljanju navedene zadaće Vijeće Europe je pred svoje članice i sam Europski sud postavilo imperativni cilj koji kvalitetno mora ispuniti zaštitu ljudskih prava i temeljnih sloboda, koji je sadržan u zahtjevu da se ljudska prava i temeljne slobode ne mogu štititi samo formalno, već da se mora osigurati njihova realna zaštita.
This sentence was translated as:
In the implementation of the mentioned tasks, the Council of Europe has set its members and the European Court itself the imperative goal which must ensure quality protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms. This is contained in the demand that human rights and fundamental freedoms cannot only be protected formally, but their real protection must be ensured as well.




2. 2. Homonyms 

In Croatian, homonyms can cause confusion and mistranslation if their original meaning within the context of the summary is not accurately translated. The most common source of confusion in legal translation from Croatian to English is the
The Croatian word pravo (singlular) or prava (plural). For example, the question posed is how to translate the Croatian word prava here.
Zaštita prava koja postoje u Eu uključuju i učinkovita sredstva za provedbu tih prava.
Is the author here talking about laws or rights?
Tema regionalizacije je kao sastavni dio koncepta regionalne politike.
Is the author here talking about politics or policy? It is comforting as a translator to note that sometimes even the legal teaching staff member in charge of the scientific journal and of collating the summaries was not sure. The answer here of course is to ask the author him/herself. This leads to the collaboration of the translator and author in order for the translation to be as accurate as possible.

2.3. False friends 

There are many words that are misleading when one must think of them in the legal context.. One such word is županijski in Županijski sud. Županija is translated normally into Englsih as county. However the word county has quite a different meaning in the English legal system.. For example County Court in England is first instance civil court, and not the meaning at all that is contained in Županijski sud.




In legal translation and indeed in other types of ESP translation, certain terms have become the accepted, indeed the only acceptable translation. This can be the case regardless of their grammatical correctness even to an educated native speaker of the language.
This can be seen in the  EU Priručnik za prevođenje za ujednačavanje termina to avoid confusion in traslating laws of the Republic of Croatia into English.
For example, 
The translation of 
To take necessary steps 
 does not use korake but is translated as
poduzeti potrebene mjere (Priručnik, 2009)




This leads to another issue in translation in ESP and that is the issue of lexis. Legal vocabulary is one of the elements that differentiate legal English from general English (Shanahan, 2009). More often than not colleagues or writers of the summaries and scientific papers for translation are reluctant to provide the vocabulary, yet these same colleagues are the experts in the lexis in these specific subject matter, more often so than the translator. This is often because the writers are more widely read in that particular area of law which includes the literature written both in Croatian and English.
•	Let us look at the following question. What is the correct translation of the following?
•	Trgovačko pravo
•	Trade Law – no
•	Commercial law – yes! 
In translating maloljetan related to maloljetna delinkvencija , I was told not to use juvenile, but youth because youth was the accepted term which matched the term from the literature the author was using and therefore was a uniform term which avoided confusion.
The Internet is source to find the accepted translation of many  already decided upon terms in law, for example
Lisabonski ugovor




Couplets arise in both Croatian legal language and English legal language, frequently leading to two words being translated by one. For example;
amendments 







2.7. Specific dictionaries for specific areas of Law














ne conveticula fiant, que fraternitates appellanteur 
 gatherings which call themselves brotherhoods are forbidden
Then there is legal some which can be transited into English, such as 
per incuriam
lack of care








Then there is the problem of how to translate when there is no equivalent in the other language simply because it is non-existent in the other system or has a different meaning in the other system. The highest court in the country in England House of Lords, but is that vrhovni or ustavni in the Croatian Court system?
Then there is the issue of other Anglo-Saxon legal systems such as America or Australia, for example how do you translate the American Supreme Court into Croatian for it to mean the same thing in the other system?
Other examples of difference in translation between American and British legal systems are;
 Državno odvjetništvo 
District attorney or  
Prosecutor or
the Director of Public Prosecutions?
How about this example;
magistrates or Justices of the peace   
prvostupanjski suci za kaznena djela




The most important seems to be to avoid errors in translation in terms of transferring incorrect meaning. The best advice there emerges from the Joint Practical Guide which states that „Identical concepts shall be expressed in the same terms, as far as possible without departing from their meaning in ordinary, legal or technical language.”
(European Communities, 2003)
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